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We compute the magnetic dipole moment (MDM) for massive flavor neutrinos using the neutrino
self-energy in a magnetized media. The framework to incorporate neutrino masses is one minimal
extension of the Standard Model in which neutrinos are Dirac particles and their masses coming
from tiny Yukawa couplings from a second Higgs doublet with a small vacuum expectation value.
The computations are carried out by using proper time formalism in the weak field approximation
eB << m2e and assuming normal hierarchy for neutrino masses and sweeping the charged Higgs
mass. For ντ , analyses in the neutrino specific scenario indicate magnetic dipole moments greater
than the values obtained to the MDM in the SM (with and without magnetic fields) and other flavor
conserving models. This fact leading a higher proximity with experimental bounds and so on it is
possible to get stronger exclusion limits over new physics parameter space.
PACS numbers: 41.20.Cv, 02.10.Yn, 01.40.Fk, 01.40.gb, 02.30.Tb
I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic properties of neutrinos have recently attracted much attention since they can be used to address
many open questions in neutrino physics. From the theoretical point of view, electromagnetic form factors could
contain information on new physics effects, which additionally solve other intriguing phenomena. One example is
the oscillation mechanism and hierarchic structure of fermions, both explained with massive neutrinos and additional
feasible beyond standard model fields. Another benchmark for electromagnetic behavior of neutrinos come from ex-
perimental and observational (astrophysical) effects that can be studied in several factories and detectors for neutrinos
of all sources (atmospheric, solar, cosmological, and geoneutrinos)[1]. By analyzing these phenomena is possible to
extract features over dynamically relevant interactions with detectors. In those observational scenarios, neutrinos and
other particles can interact with external magnetic fields; which considerably affect the dynamics and electromagnetic
properties. Also, the study of generation, propagation, and diffusion in media of neutrinos in a magnetic field is
important in several astrophysical contexts [2] (e.g. in supernovae explosions, neutron stars formation, magnetars,
and pulsars) and in early cosmology (e.g. in the production of primordial magnetic fields and high neutrino density).
In all these cases the scale of magnetic field strength is greater than Be = m
2
e/e ≈ 4.41 × 1013 G where me is the
electron mass and e the elementary charge.That is a critical scale where magnetic fields have a strong impact on
quantum processes as is shown by the Schwinger treatment of particle theories with external electromagnetic fields1
Our aim is searching the link between theoretical and phenomenological consequences of electromagnetic properties
for neutrinos, through the determination of the relationship between form factors as magnetic dipole moments and
well motivated new physics particles. To describe such related processes is necessary to extend the traditional neutrino
quantum field theory with a new regimen involving magnetic fields affecting manifest covariance of the former scenario.
These effects of magnetic fields on the electromagnetic properties and quantum fields of neutrino have been studied
comprehensively in [4, 5]. In particular, a method to compute the changes produced in the neutrino propagation is
based on the modification of neutrino self-energy operator by a media with a magnetic field [6–8]. When we take into
account the media with a external magnetic field, the neutrino electromagnetic form factors can be calculated from
the self-energy using the proper-time (Schwinger) formalism [9, 10].
In our study, we describe the initial effects on dispersion relations from new physics to neutrino MDM computing
from self-energy method in the weak field approximation. The main goal is determining the additional contribution
to the electromagnetic properties when a massive flavor active neutrino, emerging in a new physics scenario with
1 The Schwinger mechanism described in the proper time formalism is a non-perturbative phenomenon by which particle-antiparticle
pairs are produced by a static external field. In this frame, a tunneling process takes place between negative and positive energy states
induced by the external potential. Due to the tunneling probability is exponential in 1/B, probability of particle production is of order
one only for fields that are comparable to a critical field B ∼ Be = m2e/e [3].
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charged Higgs bosons (H±), goes into a magnetized media. To that end, this paper is organized as follows: In section
II we review MDM contribution in the SM framework. A survey for our computations for 2HDM-ν fundamentals is
given in section III. Also in section III, we present the extrapolation to obtain the MDM of new physics fields from
2HDM-ν. Discussion over parameter space constrained by experimental data is performed in section IV.
II. MAGNETIC DIPOLE MOMENTS IN THE PROPER TIME FORMALISM
In this section, we review the general structure for MDM with an external magnetic field by using effective La-
grangian approach and propagators obtained from proper time formalism.
In the effective approach, the change of neutrino energy in a magnetic field is due to a presence of a magnetic
moment µν for the neutrino. The effective Lagrangian for the interaction, between neutrino field (ψ) and an external
electromagnetic field, reads
L(µ) = −iµ
B
νl
2
ψ¯σαβψF
αβ , (1)
where Fαβ = ∂αAβ − ∂βAα is the electromagnetic field tensor and σαβ = (γαγβ − γβγα)/2. Getting an explicit
form of MDM demands of self energy computation for neutrino and time proper formalism forms to find altereted
propagator structures by the magnetic field. We start by considering Feynman diagrams contributing to the neutrino
self-energy in SM, which are depicted in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: Feynman diagram describing the contribution to self-energy operator for a flavor neutrino due to a constant and
uniform magnetic field. The double line corresponds to the charged lepton l, the W± boson, the charged Goldstone boson Φ in
an external magnetic field.
In the weak field approximation eB << m2e, the new structure to the gauge bosons GB (p), Goldstone bosons
D (p), charged Higgs DH (p) and fermions S
F
B (p) propagators due to the presence of an external magnetic field are
respectively described by
GB (p) = − igαβ
p2 −m2W
− 2βϕ
(p2 −m2W )2
+O (β2) , (2)
D (p) =
i
p2 −m2W
+O (β2) , (3)
DH (p) =
i
p2 −m2H±
+O (β2) , (4)
SFB (p) =
i
(
m− /p
)
p2 −m2 + β
(
m− /p‖
)
2 (p2 −m2)2 (γϕγ) +O
(
β2
)
, (5)
where β = eB and ϕαη = Fαη/B is the dimensionless electromagnetic field tensor normalized to B-field, with the
Lorentz indices of tensors are contracted as γϕγ = γαϕ
αβγβ and dual tensor ϕ˜
αη = 12
αηζϑϕζϑ. The decomposition
of a four-vector in ‖ (parallel component) and ⊥ (perpendicular component) can be defined by pµ = pµ‖ + pµ⊥ =(
p0, 0, 0, p3
)
+
(
0, p1, p2, 0
)
, where p‖ is the spatial part of momentum which is parallel to the external B-field.
In its general form, the self-energy operator in an external B-field has the following Lorentz structure [9]
∑
(p) =
[
AL/p+ BL/p‖ + CL (pϕ˜γ)
]
PL +
[
AR/p+ BR/p‖ + CR (pϕ˜γ)
]
PR +mν [K1 + iK2 (γϕγ)] . (6)
The coefficients AR, BR, BR and K1,2 only come from the Feynman diagram with the scalar Φ of Fig. 1. The
coefficients left, i.e., AL,BL, CL are due to both Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1. The coefficients AL , AR , and K1 can
2
be absorbed by the neutrino wave function and mass renormalization. The B and C terms are crucial for neutrino
dispersion but, to lowest order, the dispersion relation depends only on BL. The two coefficients BR and CR are
suppressed by a factor of ν relative to BL and CL couplings. Factors K2, CL and CR are needed to construct the
contribution from self-energy expansion to neutrino MDM [7], i.e.,
µBνl =
mν
2B
(CL − CR + 4K2) . (7)
The result of this contribution calculated taking into account the charged W -boson and charged scalar Φ-boson is
µBνl = µνl
1
(1− λl)3
(
1− 7
2
λl + 3λ
2
l − λ2l lnλl −
1
2
λ3l
)
, (8)
where µνl = 3.2× 10−19µB (mνα/1 eV) is the neutrino magnetic moment value in the vacuum [11–14] , µB = e/2me
is the Bohr magneton and λl = m
2
l /m
2
W . The value of the MDM in the vacuum and with the presence of a magnetic
field for SM are reported in Tab. I.
mν [eV ] µν [µB ] µ
B
ν [µB ]
νe 0.06089 1.948× 10−20 1.948× 10−20
νµ 0.06754 2.161× 10−20 2.161× 10−20
ντ 0.07147 2.287× 10−20 2.286× 10−20
Table I: Possibles values to MDM of the neutrinos in the vacuum and with magnetic fields for SM. Flavor effective masses are
values compatible with central values for PMNS matrix [15] and with cosmological bounds [16, 17] and differences over masses
for ν1, ν2 and ν3 eigenstates in normal ordering [18]. The effective values for masses, obtained in this way, satisfy the bounds
for the average masses of the flavor eigenstates mνe ,mνµ ,mντ < 2.5 eV [14], and mν¯e < 2.05 eV [18].
III. CONTRIBUTION TO MDM IN NEUTRINO SPECIFIC-2HDM
Before to introduce new physics effects in MDMs with magnetic fields, we make a survey for 2HDM-ν differenti-
ating flavor properties and yielding mass mechanisms; which are relevant in the form of interpreting electromagnetic
properties for neutrinos.
The neutrino specific-2HDM (2HDM−ν) is implemented introducing a new scalar doublet Φ2 with the same quan-
tum numbers as the SM Higgs doublet Φ1 and three right-handed neutrinos, which are singlets under the SM gauge
group [19, 20]. The addition of the doublet Φ2 introduces five Higgs bosons in the scalar spectrum of neutrino spe-
cific structure. In general, 2HDM−ν is composed by two CP-even Higgs (H0, h0) , one CP-odd scalar (A0) and two
charged Higgs bosons (H±) [21]. In this model, the tiny neutrino masses could arise for small vacuum expectation
value (VEV) of the doublet Φ2, which implies small masses or Yukawa couplings directly.
The most general Lagrangian in 2HDM−ν is
L = (DµΦ1)† (DµΦ1) + (DµΦ2)† (DµΦ2)− VH + LY . (9)
VH denotes the Higgs potential and which has the following form with a softly broken U (1) symmetry,
VH = m¯
2
11Φ
†
1Φ1 + m¯22Φ
†
2Φ2 −
(
m¯212Φ
†
1Φ2 + h.c.
)
+
1
2
λ1
(
Φ†1Φ1
)2
+
1
2
λ2
(
Φ†2Φ2
)2
+ λ3
(
Φ†1Φ1
)(
Φ†2Φ2
)
+ λ4
(
Φ†1Φ2
)(
Φ†2Φ1
)
. (10)
On the other hand, LY in Eq. (9) is the Yukawa Lagrangian (primordial for our studies), which in 2HDM-ν scenario
reads
− LY = ξνijL¯LiΦ˜2νRj + ηEijL¯LiΦ1ERj + ηDij Q¯LiΦ1DRj + ηUijQ¯LiΦ˜1URj + h.c. (11)
Φ˜1 = iσ2Φ1 is the conjugate of the Higgs doublet. Fermion doublets are defined by QL ≡ (uL, dL)T and LL ≡
(νL, eL)
T
. Here ER (DR) is referred to the three down type weak isospin lepton(quark) singlets and νR (UR) is referred
to the three up type weak isospin neutrino (quark) singlets. The first part in (11) comes from right-handed neutrinos,
while the second part is SM like.
The lepton sector of the Yukawa Lagrangian, relevant for our computations, is given by
− LY (2HDM−ν) =
√
2mνi
v2
ν¯l (UPMNSPL) lH
+ + h.c. (12)
3
Effective MDM in 2HDM-ν
Guiding on scalar contributions to self-energy in SM, we compute an explicit form for the MDM contribution for
new physics introduced by addtonal scalar fields in 2HDM-ν.
Figure 2: Feynman diagram describing the contribution to self-energy operator for a neutrino in scenario with new physics due
to a constant and uniform magnetic field. The double line corresponds to charged lepton l and charged Higgs boson H± in an
external magnetic field.
Within the framework of MDM in 2HDM−ν, we should add one new type of contribution to self-energy operator
of the neutrino due to charged Higgs bosons H± (see diagram in Fig. 2), i.e.,∑
(p) =
∑
W±
(p) +
∑
Φ
(p) +
∑
H±
(p) . (13)
The new physics effects separating the contributions of SM and 2HDM−ν coming from the contribution ∑H± (p) are∑
H±
(p) = i
∫
d4k
(2pi)
4 (aPL + bPR)S
F
B (p− k) (cPR + dPL)DB (k) , (14)
where SFB and DB are the propagators of the charged lepton and Higgs charged boson, the constants a, b, c and
d are associated with the Feynman rules of the particular ν-2HDM in the vertex, and, finally, PL = (1 + γ5) /2 and
PR = (1− γ5) /2 are the left-handed and right-handed chiral operators. The new physics self-energy can be expanded
by2
∑
H±
(p) = −i
∫
d4k
(2pi)
4
 a2 (/p− /k)PR(
(p− k)2 −m2l
) (
k2 −m2H±
) − 2a2β (pϕ˜γ)PR − 2a2β (kϕ˜γ)PR(
(p− k)2 −m2l
)2 (
k2 −m2H±
)
+
abmlPR(
(p− k)2 −m2l
) (
k2 −m2H±
) − iβabml (γϕγ)(
(p− k)2 −m2l
)2 (
k2 −m2H±
) (15)
+
abmlPL(
(p− k)2 −m2l
) (
k2 −m2H±
) + b2 (/p− /k)PL(
(p− k)2 −m2l
) (
k2 −m2H±
) − 2βb2 (pϕ˜γ)PL − 2βb2 (kϕ˜γ)PL(
(p− k)2 −m2l
)2 (
k2 −m2H±
)
 ,
where ml and mH± are the masses of the charged lepton and H-boson respectively. Here coefficients a = c and
b = d in the vertices are equal in the Feynman rules for ν-2HDM. Extrapolating scalar contribution from energy
modifications with scalars of self energy due to effective MDM as in Eq. (6), we factorize from (15) new physics
2 The expansion shown in (15) is model independent for the Yukawa couplings structure. Other models with charged Higgs bosons or
charged scalars can be tested with this self-energy form by varying a and b couplings. These effects have been treated in [22].
4
coefficients C¯L, C¯R and K¯2 belonging to the MDM contribution in the self-energy for charged Higgs boson
C¯L (pϕ˜γ)PL = i
∫
d4k
(2pi)
4
2βb2 (pϕ˜γ)PL − 2βb2 (kϕ˜γ)PL(
(p− k)2 −m2l
)2 (
k2 −m2H±
) , (16)
C¯R (pϕ˜γ)PR = −i
∫
d4k
(2pi)
4
2a2β (pϕ˜γ)PR − 2a2β (kϕ˜γ)PR(
(p− k)2 −m2l
)2 (
k2 −m2H±
) , (17)
mνiK¯2 (γϕγ) = i
∫
d4k
(2pi)
4
iβabml (γϕγ)(
(p− k)2 −m2l
)2 (
k2 −m2H±
) . (18)
Substituting the expressions (16),(17) and (18) into one MDM new physics emulating (scalar) contribution of Eq. 7,(
µBνl
)
H± =
mν
2B
(C¯L − C¯R + 4K¯2)
=
√
2
3Gf
µνl
1∫
0
dx
2
(
x2 − 3x+ 2) (b2 + a2)+ (1− x) mlmν ab
m2νx
2 +
(
m2l −m2ν −m2H±
)
x+m2H±
. (19)
where we have used
mν
2B
β
4pi2
=
√
2
3Gf
µνl ,
the coefficients a and b coming from Eq. (12) are a = −
√
2
v2
mνiUk,i and b =
√
2
v2
mνiUi,k. In our numerical analyses,
we shall use the accurate value for Fermi’s constant: GF =
√
2g2/8M2W = 1.1663787(6)× 10−5 GeV−2.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS FOR MDM IN 2HDM−ν
Our analyses are based on constraints on charged Higgs masses and the VEV of the second doublet (v2). The
effect of the Yukawa structure of the Dirac neutrino in the 2HDM−ν, which has the mν/v2 ratio, makes the MDM
be strongly sensitive to the VEV and the type of hierarchy for neutrino masses ordering. To see those effects and
parameter relevance in face of MDMs, we consider scannings (Figs. 3-5) showing the evolution of MDM for flavor
neutrinos in the (mH± , v2) space.
In the case of electron neutrino (Fig. 3) and muon neutrino (Fig. 4), we see as the contribution overpasses the
SM-MDM (µν) in several orders of magnitude (see Tab. I), being only closed the experimental limits for values of
charged Higgs masses close to mH± = 100 GeV. Nevertheless, in these analyses it is not possible to get strong enough
constraints over (mH± , v2).
For ντ -neutrinos (see Fig. 4), we have one of the most promissory scenarios, due to it overpasses the experimental
thresholds leading constraints over space parameter of the 2HDM-ν scenario. However, as we approach near to
the experimental threshold, Yukawa couplings are also reaching the perturbativity limit. Indeed, these limits are
established to avoid divergences in the energy evolution of renormalization group equations. The reason is that the
value of Yukawa coupling (square) cannot exceed the bound of 8pi since beyond this limit the chance to find out some
Landau pole in energy couplings evolution is significantly greater [29]. This value translates into a lower bound of
v2 for the respective neutrino mass present in the normal hierarchy. In the case of ντ , for instance, v2min = 0.015
eV. Since the perturbation theory is reliable for values of v2 > v2min, we choose v2 = 0.1 GeV as the starting point
of all scannings. We consider that lower values of v2 overpassing the threshold corrections are all non-perturbative
contributions to MDM and results can be strongly dependent on this starting value. Furthermore, in particular cases,
contributions to MDMs can be constrained by threshold experimental limits, as for instance from ντ contributions,
the fact of v2 > 0.65 eV for values are allowed at 90 % C.L. for all charged Higgs masses. At 90% C.L., values
v2 > 0.1(GeV) are allowed for charged Higgs masses mH± > 650 GeV. By allowing smaller numbers of v2 without to
reach the perturbative limit, the constraints also exclude several values of charged Higgs masses.
One sees as for 2HDM-ν, corrections involving magnetic fields are higher than vacuum analyses. This result is
model dependent, as can be established for other 2HDMs without feasible natural terms for neutrino masses. More
specifically, for 2HDMs type I, II and III contributions with external magnetic fields interfere destructively with
vacuum contributions [22].
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Figure 3: Contribution to the magnetic dipolar moment µνe in vacuum (Left) and with presence of magnetic fields (Right)
coming from the 2HDM−ν couplings. Analyses in vacuum are performed using traditional perturbative treatment in feynman
diagrams with triangle vertex corrections [23]. Numerical computations used effective neutrino masses of Tab. I.
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Figure 4: Contribution to the magnetic dipolar moment µνµ in vacuum (Left) and with presence of magnetic fields (Right)
coming from the 2HDM−ν couplings. The contour line corresponds to the experimental upper limits for MDM coming from
BOREXino [27] that gives µνµ < 1.9× 10−10µB at 90% C.L. Analyses in vacuum are performed using traditional perturbative
treatment in feynman diagrams with triangle vertex corrections [23]. Numerical computations used effective neutrino masses of
Tab. I.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have calculated the self-energy contribution to the neutrino MDM in a magnetized media using a non-minimal
extension for SM with two Higgs doublets. Even though our computations are model independent, the most important
contribution in 2HDMs studied so far comes from neutrino specific scenario. Also, the 2HDM−ν scenario could be a
plausible scenario to search the MDMs by means of the intimate relation with neutrino mass and tunning of VEVs.
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Figure 5: Contribution to the magnetic dipolar moment µντ in vacuum (Left) and with presence of magnetic fields (Right)
coming from the 2HDM−ν couplings. Yellow lines makes reference to the experimental thresholds for µντ at 90% C.L of
BOREXino 2008 [27], whose upper limit is µντ < 1.5 × 10−10µB at 90% C.L. Analyses in vacuum are performed using
traditional perturbative treatment in feynman diagrams with triangle vertex corrections [23]. Numerical computations used
effective neutrino masses of Tab. I.
It can be seen that all contributions of 2HDM-ν′ scenario are above those obtained from SM for all neutrino flavors.
This due to the structure of the Yukawa couplings, the mass of the Higgs charged boson and charged lepton in the
vertex, which is the same flavor of the corresponding neutrino. Moreover, for this model, the introduction of magnetic
effects increases the contribution to the neutrino MDM compared with the value of MDM obtained in vacuum.
In all effective flavor magnetic dipole moments, the largest contributions to the neutrino MDM are given for values
tending to zero of the VEV of the second doublet, as well as for values close to 100 GeV of the charged Higgs boson.
In the case ντ , those values are constrained by Borexino experimental analyses at 90% C.L..
It is worthwhile to point out that the MDM effects may be slightly different due to changes in the hierarchy used
for neutrino masses. Although it is important to emphasize that the mass of the charged lepton plays a relevant role
in the the effective MDM. These facts lead to a framework wherein the third family has the most significant values
for MDMs.
From global analyses, ντ -MDM with magnetic fields could be converted into a plausible reference point to study new
physics scenarios contributing to electromagnetic form factors. Particularly, in the light of models with feasible terms
for neutrino masses. Avoiding regions where perturbativity could be in conflict with lower values of the natural VEV
v2 and charged Higgs masses, the neutrino specific model would be a significant benchmark to introduce these effects
of new physics, at the same time that neutrino masses are at one viable scale. This opens an additional window to
study these electromagnetic effects in most elaborated models where the mass terms for neutrinos appears naturally
via an appropriate see-saw mechanism. Our computations are relevant in those scenarios in the limit where additional
gauge bosons and fermions become decoupled of the theory.
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